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CLEVER MYSTERIES
By Carolyn Hart
Five authors put the boot to the calumny that mysteries are written by rote,
predictable, plodding, plot-driven. These titles offer readers a glimpse of
incredibly fertile, funny, and original minds at work.
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE (American title) by Agatha Christie
(1939)
Excerpt: Into that silence came The Voice. Without warning. Inhuman,
penetrating . . .
Christie maroons ten individuals, each harboring an ugly secret, on an
island with no means of escape. Nine are guilty of murder. The tenth is their
executioner. When I first read the novel, I could scarcely wait to finish one page
before beginning another. Who were these people with apparently nothing in
common? Why didn’t they know the identity of their host? When it became clear
that each was slated to die, shock, fear, and desperation permeated each page.
As a mystery writer, I‘m fascinated by the perfection of the novel. Christie
not only devised a unique set of circumstances, she created individuals whose
character and temperament lead them to doom. She envisioned the exact
personalities she needed to make a complex plot work yet each person is
believable.
Mr. and Mrs. Rogers, butler and cook, are in residence when the others
arrive. Mr. Rogers informs them their host will arrive tomorrow. The guests find
the modern house attractive, their rooms comfortable. The dinner is excellent.
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There is a moment of light conversation about the curious centerpiece on the
dining room table, ten china figures, the Ten Little Indians of the nursery rhyme.
The group gathers in the drawing room for after dinner coffee and drinks.
Genial conversation ends abruptly when the Voice speaks, a Voice without an
apparent source. The Voice cites each person by name with an accusation of
murder. The first death occurs within minutes. One Indian figure is missing from
the centerpiece. Deaths occur one by one until at last no one is living and all ten
china figures are gone from the table.
And Then There Were None is a marvelous achievement, suffused with
human emotion yet as precise and perfect as a mathematical equation.
MURDER’S LITTLE SISTER by Pamela Branch (1958)
Excerpt: Disheveled, irascible YOU Editor Sam Egan implores his staff: “. .
. as a team let’s have a stab at Misadventure, mm? If some swine’s found a clue,
we gradually introduce Suicide. Soft pedal it. Nothing of interest to a lurking
journalist. Nothing definite, nothing chatty, nothing squalid. Remember, we don’t
want suicide and I absolutely refuse to have Murder.”

I love laughter and Pamela Branch entertains from the first page to the
last. There are a great many clever mysteries, but the heights of hilarity achieved
by Branch are unmatched. Her laughter is well-earned, unerring depictions of
sometimes malicious inner thoughts seasoned by the self-preoccupation that
leads most of us to always respond in terms of how does it affect me.
Unpleasant, ill-tempered Enid Marley is the wildly popular advice
columnist for YOU, a down-at-heels magazine always teetering on extinction.
Enid knows her colleagues despise her, but she is essential to YOU’s survival.
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Thrice-married, twice-divorced Enid is furious at her third husband’s involvement
in a torrid affair. In an attempt to salvage her marriage, though she cares nothing
for him, she decides to stage her suicide, though, of course, never intending to
perish.
She edges out onto the ledge of her fifth floor office window. Vertigo sends
her tumbling though someone - she can’t imagine who since she is universally
loathed by the staff- tries to grab her. Her spectacular dive is broken by a
restaurant awning. Unhurt, she flees the scene, desperate to avoid jail for
Attempted Suicide. The magazine staffers and Enid herself wonder what is the
most advantageous claim, Suicide, Murder, Manslaughter, Misadventure, or a tie
between Suicide and Murder.
Branch’s imaginative leaps careen from pugnacious brawlers to knitting
patterns to inchoate introspection of staff, police, press, and public. Yet Branch
pulls together every thread in a universe only she could have created.
Evenings spent gurgling with laughter are rare and precious. Thank you,
Pamela Branch.
THE AFFAIR AT ROYALTIES by George Baxt (1972)
Excerpt: Dame Marjorie Denning, Arthur’s remote mother, observes, “I
suppose anybody could be driven to murder when hate is the chauffeur.”

Amnesia has served as a springboard for many mysteries, but George
Baxt adds a crime scene without a body, the intertwined passions in a closed
circle, and a narrator whose view of events often differs from the introspective
thoughts of those around her. Who do you believe?
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A woman regains consciousness in a convalescent sanatorium. She has
no memory. Her eyes closed, she grasps at fragments of the conversation
around her, identifies the voices as a doctor, a nurse, the husband she doesn’t
recall, and a police detective. She opens her eyes and learns she is Laura
Denning, a successful mystery author and that she was found in an unresponsive
state at her cottage in Cornwall, clutching a bloodied caving knife. Blood stained
her dress and the walls.
The doctor believes her memory will return. She realizes she may be
suspected of murder or may have been present when murder occurred. Whose
murder? There is no body. Laura is attracted to the detective. I enjoyed Laura’s
tart appraisal of all around her, never quite kind, but always entertaining.
As bits of memory return, Laura and the detective explore her
relationships n Cornwall. Baxt intersperses Laura’s returning memories with her
theories of what might have happened in the bloodied kitchen. Intensely personal
and emotional first person vignettes reveal the unimagined and sometimes
unimaginable thoughts, often sardonic and amusing, behind everyday faces.
I love a mystery that offers surprises on every page and The Affair at
Royalties succeeds with elan.

DEAD UNTIL DARK by Charlaine Harris (2001)
Excerpt: Sookie Stackhouse: The Compton house was visibly different
from the last time I’d been in it, the sickening evening I’d met the other vampires.

Charlaine Harris juztaposes the ordinary with the fantastic, humor with
horror, the kind with the brutal. Bon Temps, Louisiana, is like no other place, but
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it is at the same time everyday and humdrum. The residents of Bon Temps see a
world we do not know, yet Harris makes that world as matter-of-fact as any small
town Main Street on a bustling Saturday. When reading Harris, I am always
caught unaware and chilled deep inside when she turns a placid scene upside
down with a dash of horror. Harris takes a matter-of-fact moment and there is a
sudden lurch and I smack into a gritty vision of reality.
Thanks to the incredible success of the television series True Blood, I
doubt many are unfamiliar with Sookie Stackhouse, the delightful, appealing,
honorable protagonist in Dead Until Dark. Sookie is thrilled the night Bill the
vampire walks into the rural bar in Louisiana where she waits tables. She is
doubly pleased when she realizes she can’t read Bill’s thoughts. She considers
her ability to read other people’s thoughts a detriment, dooming normal
relationships. Sex is no fun when the guy’s inner thoughts bombard her.
Sookie is strongly attracted to Bill, but Bon Temps turns dangerous when
someone starts murdering young women who were in contact with vampires.
Sookie’s grandmother is killed and Sookie and Bill are determined to discover the
murderer.
In Harris’s world, the sun shines, but darkness is always present.
THE FENG SUI DETECTIVE by Nury Vittachi (2002)
Feng Sui Master C. F. Wong assesses a cluttered home: People did not
understand the importance of destruction, he decided. There must be as much
destruction as acquisition in a person’s life. Otherwise the result was stagnation,
accumulation, and eventually a clogging up of energy flows by dead items.
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Nury Vittachi, a Hong Kong journalist, shares irreverent and hilarious
views of life and people in his wacky and wonderful novels. A cosmopolitan
background, unusual puzzles, and utterly original characters distinguish his
books from ordinary comic mysteries.
In the debut novel, Wong confronts arson, kidnaping, a ghost in a dental
office, a young woman apparently destined for imminent death, and a lover with a
suspect motive.
I find Wong’s Singapore fascinating. In his office are Joyce McQuinnie, a
British -Australian intern, who speaks a strange language called “Teenager”
where whatever means yes and as if means no, and Winnie Lim, an office
administrator who routinely obstructs his wishes and torpedoes his requests. His
friends and sometime colleagues are Madame Wu, a Chinese fortuneteller; Dilip
Kenneth Sinha, an Indian psychic, and Gilbert Tan, an intuitive Singapore police
superintendent. They often combine their talents as The Singapore Union of
Industrial Mystics.
The action moves fast with occasional pauses as Wong makes entries in
Some Gleanings of Oriental Wisdom, his great work on lessons to be learned
from sages of the past. One moral drawn: In a dispute, Blade of Grass, let time
intervene. Only when anger has dissipated will there be room for wisdom to
enter.
I unhesitating place Feng Sui Master C. F. Wong in the pantheon of
singular mystery sleuths such as Nero Wolfe, Rabbi Small, Judge Dee, Lord
Peter Wimsey, and Tom Ripley.
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